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ABSTRACT  

Mosques are the most important architectural works of Iran, and tiling is one of the elements that have given a 
unique flaunt to these structures; that is not only have a decorative aspect, but also have a main role in protecting 
the structure against moisture. Different colors have been used in these tiles, but two colors are dominant, tur-
quoise and azure. There are few mosques in Iran whose domes are not turquoise, and azure has not been used in 
their tiles and decorations. This article that is a descriptive-analytical study and its data collection has been done 
through library research, seeks for the answer to this question: "What are the causes of frequent usage of tur-
quoise and azure in Iranian mosques?”Two hypotheses are discussed in connection with this question: 1- Exist-
ence of cobalt and copper resources, and their abundance in Iran, have caused frequent usage of them in 
mosques’ tiling. 2- Usage of turquoise and azure in Iranian mosques is related to spiritual and symbolic connection 
with Islamic beliefs and faith. In this regard, pre-Islamic tiles and archaeological resources of Iran’s mines and se-
mantic applications of these two colors in Islamic art have been investigated. After analyzing the data, we can 
conclude that although the existence factor of cobalt and copper natural resources has a significant role in utiliza-
tion of them in tiling, but after Islam, turquoise and azure have gained spiritual meanings and have obtained a 
significant position in decorating Iranian mosques.  

Keywords Turquoise; Azure; Glazed Tile; Iranian Mosques; Islamic Mysticism. 

Research history 

Although the causes of the frequent usage of turquoise 
blue and azure in mosques at particular research has 
not been done research and more has been paid to the 
meaning and the meaning of this colors in the mosque, 
however we can put together collected information in 
order to answer of this question. In connection with 
the history of turquoise and azure importance, which is 
no doubt due to their color, doctor Mansour Sajjadi 
(2003) in his book  " Jewelry in Shahr-e Sukhteh" em-
phasizing to the importance of lapis lazuli as the most 
known commercial cargo Persia that take from the 
mountains of Badakhshan to the land of Egypt, the 
main cause is people beliefs of the different land to 
this stone which was caused high demand and thriving 
jewelry in the Shahr-e Sukhteh. Vahid Rouyani (2011), 
in his article "turquoise mythological background in the 
Persian Literature" seeking to the importance of blue 
and its derivatives referring to Persian mythology and 
writes: blue belongs to July star with Tishtrya, water 
guard star, is known the same and in this case the val-
ue of this color because of it is associated with Tish-
trya. Similarly, in relation to existence natural re-

sources of cobalt and copper oxide which after firing in 
combination with the glaze come in turquoise and az-
ure colors, and the frequency of two natural elements 
in Persia and its impact on their frequent usage in 
mosques’ tile, Mansour Ghorbani (2007) in his book       
" economic geology of mineral and natural deposits in 
Iran" writes that, at first time copper was known  and 
has been used in  Persia,and so far the place which lost 
the oldest data about melting copper, is “ Tepe sialk-e 
Kashan” , and the oldest copper mine of Iran is “Talm-
esi copper mine” near Anarak, and it seems that resi-
dents of Tepe Sailk-e Kashan have supplied their cop-
per from this min. 

METHODOLOGY 

This article that is a descriptive-analytical study and its 
data collection has been done through library research. 

Importance of colors turquoise and azure in ancient 
Persia 

Looking for reasons for frequent use of turquoise and 
azure, we should first study reasons for popularity of 
these colors among ancient Persians. Human has al-
ways had a special interest in precious and rare stones, 
and has given them high value. This can be seen clearly 
in numerous examples over thousands of years. Un-
doubtedly, the reason for this interest is beautiful and 
shining colors of these stones in nature that attract 
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every viewer. Among these stones, turquoise and az-
ure have been found more than others in Iranian plat-
eau. That is why turquoise blue and azure blue have 
been named after these two stones. In ancient times, 
these stones were so important and precious that 
while dividing spoils, they were prior to gold and have 
always been among the most valuable resources of 
kings. 

Turquoise stone historical background  

The discover history of turquoise1 mines in Persia is 
about seven thousand years ago. Basically, found 
stones in the past  was used as a spell in religious cer-
emonies. In ancient times, two stone of turquoise and 
azure were very precious and important as mentioned 
while dividing spoils, they were prior to gold and has 
been a valuable and important part of the king re-
serves. 

Persian turquoise whose mines are located in north-
eastern of Iran, in the region of Neishabour, is consid-
ered the best and most beautiful of its kind and any 
high quality turquoise around the world is called Per-
sian turquoise. It is mainly found in copper deposits 
located in semiarid environments, and arises in places 
where there is a high amount of copper. The impact of 
copper surface soluble on the rocks rich in phosphorus 
and sometimes due to the impact of copper surface 
soluble on the animal bone fossils arise turquoise. 

In 1966 in France, the statue of a sheep that was made 
of turquoise was shown to everyone in the museum as 
7,000-year old art of Persia and this is shows that the 
history of mining and the usage of turquoise in Persia is 
more than 7000 year. (Qourbane, 2007: 134). 

The foundation inscription of Darius' palace at Susa is 
clear that, at that time Turquoise was called 
"Akhshayyn" and was brought for palace ornaments 
from Khorezm (Zavosh, 2005: 192). Turquoise is wishes 
stone for all kings of other countries from Achaemenid 
time, and that was given as a gift to them. This gem 
stone was used to decorate clothes, crown and throne 
of Kings, statues beard and so on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        

 

1Turquoise is meaning Turkish stone, because that was ex-

ported through Turkey to Europe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 1) Azure pendants, 2400 BC, discovered in 
Kerman, the Louvre in Paris  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2) Azure, 1000 BC, discovered in the Hasanlo 
hill, national Museum of Iran. 

Historical background of Azure 

Azure2  objects has been found from different parts of 

Persia including Mehregan, Shahr-e Suokhteh, Jiroft 
and as well as neighboring civilizations such as Meso-
potamia and Egypt that the antiquity of this objects are 
dating from 7000 to 3200 BC. These works show that 
these stones had a great value among people of that 
time, and had been traded from Persia to other parts 
of the world ( image 1and 2). The most important az-
ure mine in middle east is Badakhshan mine, which has 
been mined for thousands of years. It was part of the 

                                                                        

 

Azureis the word Arabic Lazhvrd in Persian. The name of this 
color  goes from Farsi in other languages. In English Azure is 
meaning the indigo sky color, blue or lapis lazuli. The name of 
this stone is corporate with the name of the blue and the sky 
and is considered equivalent. This shows that mainly blue 
color despite the sky and the sea is known with this stone, it 
means nothing else were not found homochromatic the color 
of the sky and the sea in nature. This stone is also due to its 
special color, from long time in different cultures, it was con-
sidered sacred. 
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vast territory of Persia, but since a hundred years ago it 
has been part of Afghanistan. 

Shahr-e Soukhteh is also the most important places 
that have been discovered azure objects from them. 
Doctor Mansour Sajjadi, the head of probe group 
Shahr-e Soukhteh, in his book "jewelry in Shahr-e Sou-
khteh", in detail are paid to decorative objects and 
jewelry from the drilling and have found that Shahr-e 
Soukhteh is the industrial workshops for cutting and 
polishing of Azure and the production of decorative 
objects as well as commercial sites and send it around 
the world (Syed Sajjad, 2003: 9).The stone is known as 
the most important commercial cargo, that the gov-
ernment of East Persia were involved in its business in 
the vast region of Badakhshan Mountain, the main 
cause were due to people from different lands’beliefs 
to this stone. 

From found samples of the Ur ancient city which was 
the Sumerian people housing in southern Baghdad 
noted the ancient grip with azure and gold decorative, 
the head of a cow and also azure statue of a goat 
which stands on his legs (image 3) and feeds of a gold-
en tree. Also, the wooden crate which decorated with 
shell and azure and shows scenes of war and peace in 
three rows, can be named. (Image 4) 

The oldest studied document is a Sumerian clay tablet 
that in the name of "Anmrkar and Art ruler ". This tab-
let is owned by more than 4,000 years ago which 
shows that at the time, Persian Azure had been known 
as precious and sacred stone and its business was 
booming. This historical event was written by cunei-
form line of Sumerian Language in the 600 line on the 
square tablet, with dimensions of approximately 
22.5centimeters, in the early second millennium BC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3) Ur Sumerian civilization ancient grip, from 2550 to 2400 BC, Archaeological Museum, Philadelphia 
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Image 4) crate of Ur city, Sumerian civilization, 2700-2300 BC 

King of Uruk (Ur) in order to achieve precious gems and 
metals, especially azure (becuse Mesopotamia was lack 
of these minerals), sent a representative on behalf of 
itself to the Art’s king (current Iran), and he asked the 
precious azure. Sumerians believed that, azure be-
hinded the spirits of  gods and someone who have an 
azure spell  in the war with him, it seems that  his God 
is with him and he becoms invulnerable. 

The ancient Egyptians also knew azure  the stone of 
gods, because it memories starry sky. The most im-
portant spell from Azure is the sun god eye "Horus". 
The Egyptians believed that the mummy with this spell, 
easy to pass him to the world of spirits and He will pro-
tect against evil forces. Furthermore, the mummy 
could  open his  eye again in the dead world. This spell 
obtained from azure of  Badakhshan mines and  belong 
to 3300 to 3100 BC. 

Based on what mentioned, we can realize the im-
portance of these stones among ancient Persians and 
other neighboring civilizations. They also liked to deco-
rate their palaces and objects with these beautiful ma-
jestic colors, but the usage of these stones alone would 
not enable them. Sometimes azure powdered was 
used for painting inside the cuneiform script and the 
walls of the palace. In the summer of 2003, when the 
restoration and reviews, calcareous crust of  Darius 1th 
tomb at Naqsh-e Rustam, experts found that all the 
cuneiform writings into reliefs filled with Azure paint. It 
seems, all the tombs have been painted, for example 
beard and mustache of Darius was right Azure, now its 
place is empty. 

Meaning of turquoise and azure for ancient Persians 

Not only turquoise but also color blue has been known 
for its magical and supernatural force, so we could say 
that the spiritual value of these stones lay down in 
their colors. If we want to find the value of these colors 
for the ancient Persians, we should search in celestial 
myths and cosmological concepts of ancient Persia. In 
his book “Altafhim”, Abureyhan Bironi attributed tur-

quoise and Wednesday with Mercury (Tir in Per-
sian)(Biroune,374-368-370:2007). 

And as we know it and in the various works including 
“kitab al athar al-baqiyah”  said that July is Tir in Per-
sian (Biroune, 2007, 335) . In  “Bundahisn” when spe-
cific flower of Amesha Spentas are mentioned, violets 
flower belong to Tir (Farnabagh Dadgi, 2000: 88)It 
means that blue and its derivatives, belong to star Tir, 
which has been considered the same as Tishtrya and 
that is why this color was valuable. This color is associ-
ated with Tishtrya from two points: First, for its rela-
tion with Tir, second for the name of this color in Per-

sian (Abi آب" )” )آبي  means water, and آبي means re-
lated to water), andbecause Tishtrya in myths is 
water's guardian star,so this color is related with Tish-
trya 

In Zoroastrian texts, Tishtrya is water's guardian 
star,that during a three-stage war, with the help of 
Farvardin (April) released water from beast of drought, 
Apoush, and carried it to other countries receiving help 
from the wind (Farnabagh Dadgi, 2000: 44-49). Be-
cause of the importance of water in arid country of 
Iran, Tishtrya was known as dearest, greatest and the 
best star (Tafazale, 1999: 60), therefore, the color that 
belongs to this sacred star could bring blessing and 
wards off evil and destruction of beasts and magic( 
Rouyane,127:2011). 

Turquoise and Azure glaze 

Glaze discovery was a great contribution to decorating 
structures and containers. Glaze is a mixture of silicate 
and oxides such as iron, copper and cobalt oxide, which 
is mixed with water and put on cooked pottery and 
bricks, after that it is returned to the furnace. It melts 
by being cooked at 750°c and changes into a layer of 
colored glass. 

Archaeology shows that clay and cooking processes 
have been identified by humans from 8000 BC. How-
ever, in the second millennium BC, fused glass on the 
surface of pottery and glazed tiles construction began. 
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The bricks is known in the development shape as tiles 
and at all times after its discovery, was used as a deco-
rative and protective material  in the building  and fic-
tile utensil.This material  causes that the moisture 
could not penetrate into the surface and raised its me-
chanical and chemical strength as well as containers 
covered with glaze are more hygienic because other 
porous body is filled with glaze and easily are clean. 

It is certain about 1000 years BC pottery makers had 
become familiar with porcelain glazing technology, so 
that glaze bowl have obtained in Susa belonging to 
1000 BC, it can be among the first signs of glazing in-
dustry (Yavari, 2011: 13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 5) Ishtar Gate, Babylon around 575 BC. Museum Berlin, Germany 

Usage of glazed bricks in Mesopotamia is the first ap-
plication of tiles in architecture that goes back to the 
second millennium BC. After that it can be seen in As-
syria and Babylon(Image 5). The oldest samples of 
glazed bricks in Persia are contemporaneous with 
Mesopotamia. There are traces due to Bukan, Zi-
viehand Hasanlu civilization indicates Iranians familiar 
with colorful glazes that have positioned it on thick 
bricks. 

Discovered raytheon from the Zivieh of 7th century BC,  
is green bluish glazed example. In this case, the con-
tainer is made of red clay, made completely elegant 
and polished and  on its  glaze is bluish-green. Eyes of 
this animal are black and horns are red and dark green. 
In this group (as the animal head) there are other con-
tainers, that is in shape of a bull's head, of course bro-
ken partly and have been destroyed but the rest of it, it 
can be determined that the color was bluish-green 
glaze (Abbasian, 1990: 47). 

Also, Achaemenid have sufficient knowledge of tech-
nology to create decorative glazes on the colored 
glazed brick surface and painted and their combina-
tions. The body of Susa building and Persepolis is inte-
grated with this arrangement. (image 6) 

With appearance Seleucia government grew influence 
Hellenistic cultural in Persia, so that we can say that 
the end of tile and brick  product industry in this coun-
try  was at this time. Of course in the  Part goverment 
according to uniqe mood and have relative independ-
ence and ceramics production has spread and re-
mained. The  most important of their works were vari-
ous coffins with mold glazed shape that are blue tends 
to be green. At the end of the Parthians, a kind of blue 
has been emerged on in Susa whose base was copper 
oxide, and was used a lot on pottery, which is located 
on theshape shell tripod.(Ibid. 63 and 64). 
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Image 6) glazed brick, Iranian troops, Susa, 5th century BC, The Louvre in Paris 

Resurfacing the alkaline glaze caused that arise new 
coloring technologies. Copper combintion in the lead 
glaze usually brings live green or dark but this copper in 
the alkaline glaze arise turquoise blue color. Azure (co-
balt) in alkaline glaze is azure blue color. Near the city 
of Qom and Kashan are mines of  tiles azure (cobalt 
and copper). 
Most likely, the usage of cobalt in the tile began from 
that place. A mixture of copper oxide and cobalt oxide 
is achieved the turquoise color. Likewise, the combina-
tion of iron oxide with copper oxide is created pista-
chio green and the combination of manganese oxide 
with copper oxide is created jade green. Thus, copper 
and cobalt oxide have been key elements in obtaining 
turquoise and azure in glazed tiles. 
Ancient Persian copper mines 
According to what has been said, it can be realized to 
the main role of copper oxide in glaze combination. But 
for gettng to know that how ancient Iranians  extracted 
the copper, we should refer to the resources of ar-
chaeological mines. 
Persia has been a pioneer in mineral exploration and 
mining techniques, and usage of minerals over several 
millenniums. 
Intelligence, ingenuity and knowledge of ancient Per-
sian on the one hand, and high potential of mineral 
resources and their diversity, lack of dense vegetation 
on the other hand, as well as the long history the cen-
ter of dialogue and different encounters people in this 

area have made mining activities and how to apply 
mineral material in all historical periods of ancient Iran 
that  have the great prosperity which discoverers, min-
ers and mining artisans wondering  their mining 
knowledge (Qourbane, 2007: 133). 
Copper is the first metal used by man. It seems that 
copper was first discovered and used by Persians. The 
oldest samples of smelting copper have been discov-
ered in “Sialk-eKashan” and clearly, the oldest samples 
were from the first and second major floors of “Talle 
Eblis”. According to “Vertime”, oldest copper mine is 
“Talmesi” copper mine near Anarak and likely, the 
people of Sialk-eKashan provided their copper from 
this mine. (According to Moumenzadeh, also "Vesh-
noh" mine of Qom could provide copperores of sialk.) 
 Copper and bronze objects which have been found in 
different parts of Iran show that copper mines existed 
in many parts of the country in ancient times. Accord-
ing to archeological articles about Talle Eblis, its resi-
dents discovered the value of copper around their vil-
lage and began to extract it 6000 years ago. After ex-
tracting, they melted it in clay pots.(Ibid: 156 and 
157)Iran’s copper deposits which have been extended 
from Northwest of the country to Southeast, made it 
possiblefor ancient Persians to take advantage of this 
metal. 
In the most cases in near springs to mines, copper par-
ticles with water coming out from the earth and sedi-
ments on the rocks, and in the presence of air and oxi-
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dation comes turquoise and green colors. Most likely, it 
was the first factor of copper discovery and the color 
impact. Thus, the extent of copper mines in Persia and 
its availability caused the people of this land with the 
different ways to use it from thousands of years ago. 
One of these applications was the combination of cop-
per oxide in the glaze which gives them the beauty 
colors from the spectrum blue to turquoise and green. 
Turquoise and azure in Iranian mosques 
After several hundred years and expansion of Islam to 
Iran, art of tiling gradually became one of the most 
important elements in decorating and covering build-
ings, especially religious ones. Kashan has been consid-
ered as a center of tile production and that is why tiles 
are called Kashi in Persian. Thus, it is likely that Persian 
architects were proactive and resourceful of the early 
Islamic period in the brick covered with one-color glaze 

and in the painted tile, turquoise blue has considered 
superior than the other colors, and have  used the 
combination of turquoise with brick. Pieces of colored 
tiles have been in geometric shapes in different sizes 
between the molded bricks or between decorative 
bricks as Kofi inscriptions (Abbasian, 1990: 90). 
The huge success of the architects of the Seljuk period 
was in the dome which in terms of interior architec-
ture, dome transfer calculation of squares basic to cir-
cles the top of the dome, and in terms of exterior ar-
chitecture, architects have been extremely successful 
in  shape and dimensions of domes. Sometimes dome 
exterior  view is simple and sometimes decorated with 
geometric patterns and colorful tiles such as the grate 
mosque of Qazvin (1070) (Rice, 2002: 63). (image 7)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 7) dome of the Great Mosque of Qazvin, the Seljuk period 

From this period onwards, tiling was as an integral part 
of the mosque. Surface of most tiles have been in col-
ors turquoise and azure. Silence and peacefulness that 
is created by these colors in mosques cannot be 
achieved by any other color. In chromatics, it has al-
ways been mentioned that color blue recalls vast ex-
panse of sky. It is the symbol of peace, innocence and 
hilarity. Blue has a tendency towards inner parts and 
shows various aspects of human spirit. It also means 
faith and refers to unlimited boundaries of soul.(Ethan, 

1975: 216)Undoubtedly, architects of Iranian mosques 
were aware of the impacts of blue, but they were 
searching for other concepts as well. 

Since Islam  inhibited the artists from drawing the visu-
al appearance of objects and the image of Prophet and  
Imams, it was desperate work, so these artists trying to 
abstract forms and bring them to the symbolism. Color 
has special meaning of its own. Artists always have 
regard to the teachings of Islam, to created merit and 
accepted artistic. (image 8). 
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Image 10) Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque, Isfahan, Safavid period, 11th century 

Islamic art pay attention to the inner truth of things 
and does not pay attention to their appearance, so the 
artist and architect deal with the decoration of 
mosques, this would have desired. In the role of ara-
besques and geometric, mosque’s tile, reasonable 
global expression ahead in the sensible world,while 
imitation is not merely apparent. The art based on sci-
ence firm which is not the fruit of reason and not em-
piricism but based on "sacred science" that making it 
only by means of that tradition have posed is possi-
ble.So it is no coincidence that any time and anywhere 
Islamic art reached the peak of his creativity the intel-
lectual or Islamic tradition spiritual have been present 
with strength and vitality, and on the contrary this 
causal relation is the reason to understand that be-
cause when the spiritual aspect of Islam has deterio-
rated or were absent, the quality of Islamic art is re-
duced. (Nasr, 1995: 15) 

Also we should consider certain symbolism, various 
geometric shapes used in Islamic architecture that ex-
ternal forms with the inner meaning and usefulness in 
the field of architecture with a spiritual context are 
related. While the dome is ceiling  that the inner space 
maintain from heat and cold in the meantime, the 
dome symbolizes the sky and the center is a symbol of 
the world, all levels of existence in  universe associated 
with God. '(Ibid: 52) 

As a dome is the symbol of sky, turquoise has been 
considered the most appropriate color for it, which is 
also consistent with this circular form. Moreover, tur-
quoise blue could be easily seen from distance in the 

arid plains of Iran, and shows the presence of water 
and prosperity to any traveler or passenger. Therefore, 
indecorating mosques, architects and artists have paid 
special attention to both mystical aspects and psycho-
logical impact of the color blue. Turquoise and azure 
blue, that has filled the space of mosques, makes the 
heart beat and breathing slow and remove anxiety 
from the heart. It also fills the atmosphere with spiritu-
ality and closeness to God. Azure blue, because of its 
darkness, plunges viewers to its depth and makes them 
reflect. 

As mentioned before, the blue is symbolizes  of spiritu-
ality and faith and the influence to the human spirit 
and it calls  him to  above universe. 

The usage of colors in many works of art are not just by 
chance, but by means of color-coded, and  also the 
coded concepts based on the Quranic inspiration and 
the narrative are needed. 

One of the reason for the high value of turquoise and 
azure colors and their frequent application could be 
quoted Hadiths. The Prophet (PBUH) says: “God will 
not deprive a hand that is wearing a turquoise 
ring.”(ShaykhTabarse: 235) 

The narrator says: "I went to see Imam Kazim (AS).  I 
saw a turquoise ring in his hand and sewed the eyes. 
Said: Why do you look? The stone which Gabriel 
brought from Paradise for the Prophet Muhammad 
(pbuh) as a gift. And the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), 
gave it to Imam Ali. Do you know what is it? I said, 
“Phirozeh”. Said: This is called in Persian. Do you know 
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its Arabic name? I said no. Said its Arabic name is 
"Zafar" (victory). "Imam Sadiq (AS) says to Mafzal: Your 
thought in God sky color, that is the most favored col-
ors, strengthen eye and visual light. 

These tow colors and their derivatives, have a high 
value among Sufis.They consider that tese colors are 
the best colors and they chose them for their clothes. 
Mystics and Sufis are mentioned in their works various 
reasons for choosing these colors, such as “Kashefee 
Sabzevari” says, the blue color is the sky color and 
someone will be beautiful that in his mood made pro-
gress and his face is established on the top,and the sky 
is angels place, that is blue color. 

If the color of the more noble would be the main color 
"(Sajjade, 2005: 158).These colors also have had a spe-
cial importance for commons asthey have used blue 
beads and hangers for being saved from evil eye and 
have used blue thingsto earn good and repel evil. 

CONCLUSION 

Turquoise and azure blue have been important for an-
cient Persians. It is because of vital significance of wa-
ter for people of Persia who lived in a semiarid region, 
and its association with goddess-star Tishtrya that was 
being admired for resistance to the beast of drought, 
Aposh. After Islam, magnificent mosques with tur-
quoise dooms and azure tiles were made to provide a 
place full ofpeace and remembrance of God. As these 
tiles were produced in Kashan, and this place was lo-
cated near copper mines, availability of copper re-
sources has been effective in frequent useof these col-
ors, because if these resources were not available and 
had to be imported, it couldnot be sent to other cities 
due to its high cost. Therefore, the role of copper re-
sources in frequent usage of turquoise and azure could 
not be denied, but these colors which had a high value 
before Islam, retained their original role and mixed it 
with Islam and Islamic mysticism and were used for 
induction of spiritual concepts like faith and purity. 
Now, symbol of goddess-star, Tishtrya, becomes the 
symbol of heaven and God. 
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